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CALCULATION OF THE OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TRUNK LINES 
BASED ON MOE'S PRINCIPLE 
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ABSTRACT 

According to Moe's principle the number of circuits 
required for the internal and external routes of tele
phone exchanges is determined so that the ratio between 
t he monetized traf fic carried by the "last added" circuit 
of t he route and the cost of that circuit is constant 
for .allroutes of the network. I f the worth of the 
traffic is known or chosen, exact dimensioning rules 
can be derived. The total traffic f or that c i rcuit 
should be calculated over the whole year. 
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1. GENERAL 

The present di mensioning rules followed in operating 
companies and administrations are most often based on 
fixed nomi nal conges t i on ( t raffic loss) values . This 
guar antees a certain service level for different traffic 
rout es. A subscriber's calls are swi tched further on 
the same ser vice level , nearly independent of the sub 
s criber' s locat i on in the network . 

This leads as a matter of fact to a result , not a i med at : 
one call causes very varying costs on di fferent routes . 
But i t should be of interest to study, how t he service 
l evel should vary , wi th constant costs per call as a 
basis, or if cal l s are classi fied acc ordi ng t o t heir 
wor t h , the evaluation made in a reasonable and appropriate 
way . Hereby an economical optimum can be found : the whole 
t e lephone traff i c wi thin a network can be considered as 
an input -outp~t process . The switching and line cos ts 
are the i nput and the carried traffic is the output 
moneti zed with proper coefficients . 

The tele phone network can be considered as a factory wi t h 
several production lines, producing telephone calls 
wi th var i ous wort hs. The optimal subproduction of each 
line (route) can be exactly calculated so that the total 
product reaches its maximal worth . 

A limi t i ng factor may be for instance the total capi tal 
avai l able, defi ning the total costs of the network . 
The limits can also be chosen by defining maximum or 
mi nimum congestion on one route . Apart from these , 
there is one more way : choosi ng a monetary value for 
calls and using it as the output coefficient . It can 
be a multiple of call fee or independent of it . 

The following numerical ca~culations are based on the 
loss-system and Erlang's B-formula as an example . Waiting 
systems , repeated calls and limited numbers of traffic 
sources etc . can be considered as well, following similar 
rules . 

2 . OUTPUT OF THE LAST - ADDED CIRCUIT 

Let us examine a separate trunk route . When traffi c A 
is offered to n - l circuits , the los s i s E~ _le A) 
and the traffic carried Yn- l = A(l - El,n_l( A») . When 
one circuit is added, the loss is El ~(A) , and the 
c arri ed traffic is Yn = A( 1 - El , n( A~ ) > Yn- l ' Thus 
the carried traffic i ncreases after adding the n : th 
c i rcuit by the amount 

(1) 

the improvement in erlangs . The traffic value is w 
(d011ars/er1ang) and the costs caused by one circui t 
H (dollars) . Thus the output value for the n : th circuit 
i s wFn and the ratio output/input is wFn/H . The circuits 
can be added to the route as long as wFn ~ H, i . e . 

wFn wFn+l 
--- ?- 1 > ---- (2) 

H H 

which can be written in the form 
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(3) 

used here as the mathematical definition of Moe's 
principle. Thus the number ·of circuits can be increased 
until Fn is as close to the ratio H/w as possible, but 
above it, fig. 1. 

t 
Fn 

Fb= ~ +------...,.;~ 

n-

Fig. 1. The extra traffic Fn won by the n:th circuit, 
and its limit value Fo. 

3. THE OUTfUT (FOR THE LAST ADDED CIRCUIT) IS CALCULATED 
OVER A WHOLE YEAR 

If the output calculations are limited to busy hour 
traffic values, defined separately, then the dimensioning 
is balanced and optimal for a few hours only, each year. 
But when using all the traffic values registered 
during the year the dimensioning is valid over 
the whole year, too. This is motivated by the fact that 
every unsuccessful call has the same value for the 
subscriber, independent of its situation during the year. 
By measuring all the traffic means over 15 minutes, a 
duration curve like fig. 2. is received /2/. The 
duration curve is of course characteristic to every 
route. But for such detailed measurements much statis
tical information has to be gathered and consequently 
they are carried out ·only in a few cases. Therefore, 
the measured duration curve from the route n = 30 
was applied to routes of different sizes, assuming that 
the deviation from a nominal (busy hour) traffic is 
proportional to the square root of ratios of nominal 
values. (The function is valid only near nominal value.) 
The duration curves for different nominal traffic values 
are then as those in fig. 3. 

The increase of the traffic volume carried during one 
year by one extra circuit can now be calculated, and 
the result is a group of curves as shown in fig. 4. 
The curves follow the empirical function 

(4) 

wheJ:le~,t4, t"are nearly constants. 

The optimum condition over the whole year is reached 
when the annual improvement 

(5) 
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Fig. 2. Duration curve for traffic values over a year. . • 
Curve A mostly business traffic, curve B mostly domestic 
traffic. \ 
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Fig. 3. Reduced duration curves for different nominal 
traffic values. 
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Fig. 4 . Curves showing t!i_ increase of carried 
traffic volume F' (erlang-hours) caused by the last 
added circuit 

Bc = nominal loss 
Ac = nominal traffic offered 

4. EVALUATION OF TRAFFIC 

The 'monetizing of a call is a difficult evaluation 
problem. May be sociometric calculations could give 
better based results. We keep in the following to 
the as-if-met~od, · so that the costs of installations are 
calculated as if the gained traffic had a defined worth. 

The unsuccessful 'calls are generaliy repeated after some 
time. But this leads to the subscriber losing time. 
If the time loss is as great as the mean call time /4/, 
the traffic won by the last circuit can be calculated 
as in formula (1). 

The worth of calls ~an be considered to be proportional 
to the call . fee , or independent of it. To make both 
points of view possible, we write 

( 6) 

where x, w2 are chosen constants, 
meters, 

optimizing para-

wl call charge 

~' , w1' w2 given in dollars per erlang-hour 

5. APPLICATION 

The principle was applied to the Vihti netgroup, 
a Finnish numbering area. It consists of 22 exchanges 
grouped together by 27 external or transiting internal 
routes. For every route the annual cost of one extra 
circuit was calculated, including capital and maintenance 
costs of lines, swi tc!.es. relay sets, etc. The annual 
cost per circuit varied from H'= $ 30.- (internal) to 
H'= $ 400 .- (r.ural trunk). 

10 
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The call cost was combined for each route from the real 
proportions of excisting long distance, netgroup and 
local call charges. The call cost then varied from 
wl = $ 0,5 per hour (local) to wl = $ 6.- per hour (toll 
calls) . 

The optimizing was 90ne by a computer, letting it find 
for every route the number of circuits n, satisfying the 
annual improvement (5) . This was done by choosing for 
every route an initial value ,ni = Ac, calculating the 
loss Bc = El,ni("Ac ) and F1+1' If F1+1>F~, one circuit 
has to be added. Then the next route is examined in 
the ·same way. The results are given in the form of total 
circuit costs Htot, total lost traffic being 

1 year 

Mtot = S At B(At)dt 
o 

and the corresponding ·value Wtot w'Mtot. 

6. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

The annual lost traffic can be presented as a function of 
the worth of traffic and the resulting optimal annual 
circuit costs , Fig. 5 . Mtot divided by the total annual 
offered traffic Atot gives the effective loss Btot, the 
mean over all routes and the whole year. The optimizing 
parameters are increasing towards the right. It turns 
but that the results calculated by different optimizing 
parameters are well located on the same curve. It also 
seems to be unessential for the total costs, how the 
optimizing parameters are combined with charges, when 
local calls are dominating . But the losses on different 
routes clearly depend on call charges when x ~ 0, of 
course . It roughly seems that the lost traffic is 
doubled when the total cost of circuits is decreased 
with one tenth. 

With increasing number of circuits and circuit costs, the 
losses and lost traffic decrease. The curve in Fig . 5 
shows the optimum; when a result is diverging from the 
curve, it diverges from the optimum. The vertical 
distance shows unnecessary low grade of service, the 
horfsontal distance shows the unnecessary costs. 

As an example of following the as-if-principle, two 
separate points are calculated for the Vihti netgroup. 
Point CCITT shows the number of circuits calculated 
according to the CCITT recommendation of 1 % loss in 
trunk routes. Point PR means the number of circuits 
calculated according to the Finnish national telephone 
standard /3/. It appears that both points give a 
dimensioning diverging from the optimum. The same 
service standard as by CCITT dimensioning could have 
been reached by 9 % smaller costs when using Moe's 
principle in dimensioning. In vicinity of point CCITT, 
the curve slope corresponds to an as-if value of 8 $ per 
erlang-hour, and point PR is near 3,5 $ per erlang-hour. 

About the situation, the observation can be made, that 
the standard is formed as if the worth of the lost 
traffic were 3 .•. 7 times the call charge (W2 = 0). 
The point PR is to the left of point CCITT because the 
first po'i nt is based on Christensen's formula 

n = A + hv'A, (8) 

(where the level factor h has to be at least 2), and 
the netgroup in question is a small one (area 930 km2 , 
with 2,800 subscribers in 21 exchanges), thus allowing 
high losses on small routes . 
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Fig. 5. The annual lost traffic volume and the corresponding congestion Btot when optimizing parameters are changing. 

7. CONCLUSIONS OF APPLICATION 

The optimizing calculations can be done in the opposite 
direction, too. Then the Christensen's coefficient h 
can be calculated from the final values of routes, 

h 

being dependent on the differential cost of the last 
added circuit Fig. 6. For cheap internal routes h is 
great, decreasing with the growing trunk length. 
The greater the worth 'of lost traffic, the bigger h 
is needed. 

As is well known, Christensen's formula gives very 
similar results as constant F as dimehsioning basis. 
Then rr can be calculated as a function of circuit cost 
and the worth of traffic. .. The followirig values are pre
sented as example in prevalence of local call charge: 

- internal routes h 
- short trunks (0 to 8 km) h 
- normal trunks (8 to 20 'km) h 
- particularly expensive trunks h 

3,0 
2,5 
2,0 
1,5 

The difference between CCITT-dimensioning and optimal 
dimensioning becomes essential in the small routes 
between small and distant exchanges. These are common 
in wide, sparsely populated countries, as also the 
greatest part of Finland is. 

8. DEFINING THE IMPROVEMENT AIMED AT 

The formula (5) gives the improvement when w, the worth 
of traffic is fixed. H is again ~ependent on the factors 
x and w2 (6), which cannot be evaluated a priori. 
Beginning from initial values ni, one circuit can be 
added after another always on the route where the pro
portion Hjx' is greatest, until a limit is reached. 

. By defining the limit, the service level is fixed • . 
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The limits can be set to the number of circuits where 
for instance 

a) the worst route exceeds a minimal standard loss level, 
or 

b) combined loss in consecutive routes falls below a 
given value, or 

c) the total circuit costs reach 
(budgeted) sum, or 

a predetermined 

d) H'= x' , thus maximizing the profit. 

Points a) and b) can be used in normal dimensioning by 
operating telephone administrations, thus satisfying ' 
the normed standards. Then a maximum satisfaction of 
all subscribers is reached, by giving a better servic~ on 
routes, where it is motivated, for majority of sub
scribers. But when there is an overload in the network 
and the expansions are delayed, point c) is of practical 
value: the inconveniences are minimized when the avail
able capital or material resources are insufficent. 
The maximizing of profit in point d) is motivated in 
conditional telephone services, as telephone news, 
hit records etc. 

9. ROUTES OF DIFFERING CHARACTER 

Above only one duration curve was u~ed and 
modified for different traffic values. But today it is 
rather cheap to get points of annual duration curves 
for different individual routes /5/. Then the special 
routes, like operator services and emergency calls, can 
be studied further. The peaks are higher compared with 
the v~lue determined as busy hour value, than in normal 
traffic. Those calls can also be evaluated very high 
independent of fees ·, by choosing a great value for w2' 
Thus an increasing part of total costs are directed to 
routes carry~ng vital traffic. Increasing the number 
of circuits may also be required in order to avoid 
shortage of circuits when some of them fallout by 
technical faults , 
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Fig. 6. Level factor h in different routes as function of circuit cost and traffic value of that route, with optimizing 
parameters w2 ~ 0 and x = 1 (marked x) or x = 4 (~). 

On the other hand, when dimensioning rules are fixed by 
some administrational decisions, the proper call rate 
can be fixed for conditional traffic so that it totally 
covers the costs of last circuits, too. 

10. CLOSING WORDS 

Moe's principle, described above and illustrated by 
a simple application, gives a large flexibility in 
dimensioning, depending on the set goal~. 

The routes are handled separately. When more ' exact 
results are wanted, they can be calculated as a 
combinatio~ in other words, the total increase of 
traffic carried in the whole network is to be compared 
with the costs of a circuit added to a route. Thus an 
arbitrary structure of network with overflow routes can 
be studied. Similarly, the mutual influence of losses 
in consecutive routes can be applied, as well ,as repeated 
calls, limited number of sources /8/ (Engset distribution 
instead of Erlang), dimensioning bases differing from 
busy hour /5, 7/, limited availability etc. 
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